toward explaining why narrative sequences are considered to be exclusively the province of traditional history.2 But a peculiar scientific conjuncture has recently created methods that will answer those quantitative questions. In this research note we discuss these methods and apply them to a classic historical problem: Has a certain sequence of events changed its character over time? In our case the sequence involved is nothing so complicated as Rude's riots. It is the sequence in which figures are performed in a particular set of ritual dances. This example has the virtue of simplicity. There is a simple theoretical issue. There is a simple data set. There is nothing to obscure the sequence problem itself. But, although so self-contained an example illustrates the methods with particular clarity, it does not show the breadth of their applicability. Therefore, we close the note with a short discussion of how one might apply the methods to solve more complex problems.
THE RISE OF OPTIMAL MATCHING TECHNIQUES
Sequence data have long been a problem for statisticians. Yet their fundamental principles are straightforward. A sequence is simply an ordered listing of items, which may be events, numbers, or anything else. In some sequence data sets, each item appears once and only once in each sequence; in others each item may appear several times in some sequences and not at all in others. In the first case, the problem is to analyze permutations: in the second, it is to analyze recurrent events.
Sequences of recurrent events have proved much less tractable than permutations. Among the probability models applied to them, only the Markov model has had wide application in social science. But Markov models cannot deal with the kinds of questions that interest historians. How do we find a typical se-phrase sounds different when spoken by different speakers, and methods were sought that would recognize a phrase despite these variations. Each version of a phrase is a sequence of sounds, and analysts sought a method that would recognize different versions as a cluster of sequences with a single written referent. The problem was the more difficult in that speech sequences exist in continuous time, not in discrete space, as do macromolecules and computer strings.
Methods designed to solve these and other related questions arose simultaneously in a number of fields. The methods consist of two parts: first, an operational concept of the distance between two sequences, and second, a method for finding the route that minimizes that distance. Often called optimal matching methods, these methods are directly applicable to sequence problems in history. The typical historical sequence problem is the one we outlined above. One wants to find a characteristic sequence, or several characteristic sequences, among a large sample of sequences. One seeks to explain variation among these sequences in terms of some external variables. To illustrate how optimal matching methods solve such a historical problem we analyze a case involving Cotswold morris dances.
The empirical problem examined here is part of a larger study using Cotswold morris dances to trace patterns of solidarity in rural England during the nineteenth century. Traditional theory among students of these dances has been that each village did the dances in its own way and that the patterns remained remarkably constant over time. That theory seems surprising given historians' views of rural upheaval in England, and we sought to test it rigorously. Fortunately, one crucial part of the village way of doing the dances is the sequence of certain figures. Hence we can use the stability or instability of the figure sequence as an indicator of the stability or instability of the village dance tradition, and, by implication, of the way of life of which these traditions were a part. For us optimal matching methods present a direct way of testing an operational hypothesis about the English countryside.
DANCE SEQUENCES AND VILLAGE TRADITIONS
The morris dances, with their colorful costumes, ringing bells, and clashing sticks, were collected in detail by Sharp and others during the period from 1880 to 1920. Morris dancing had flourished from about been lost altogether but for the industry of the collectors and revivalists after I880. The morris dancers of a village were collectively known as the village's side or team. Many Cotswold villages, and a few villages elsewhere in the surrounding area, had morris sides. From the early days of the morris revival, it was assumed that each village side embodied a tradition. The Ascottunder-Wychwood dancers waved their hands thus and so, whereas Bampton-in-the-Bush did so and thus.5
The existence of strong village traditions in morris dance would be a matter of considerable theoretical interest. The agricultural community in England was rapidly changing in the late eighteenth century. Yet Sharp imagined that morris dances were ancient traditions based on fertility rituals and uniquely characteristic of each village. The morris villages typically contained less than 800 people, many of whom were born and bred elsewhere. Yet these tiny groups, without benefit of written records, were thought to have maintained separate cultural traditions that were stable across decades and even centuries. To be sure, the Cotswolds were a conservative area agriculturally, late to come to full enclosure, late to take up the scythe and other agricultural innovations, and, in the morris villages at least, seemingly immune to the Swing agitation of the I830s. But secure dance traditions maintaining their independence and purity at distances that were often less than five miles would show such astonishing stability that we would be forced to rethink English rural history figures alternate with choruses. According to Sharp, choruses tended to be common to a dance wherever it was danced. What was unique to the village and common from dance to dance within a village was the sequence of figures proper.
These sequences of dance figures exemplify historical data on sequences of potentially recurrent events. To recall our opening example, the dances unfold like the "contentious gatherings" of the same period, studied by Tilly, Rude, Hobsbawm, and others.
They proceed from figure to figure on to their end, much as a riot goes from "arrive" to "cheer" to "attack" to "disperse. rounds, it appears as two different versions of the dance. Because of these variant versions, there are in fact eight dance sequences from the first wave, five from the second, ten from the third, and four from the fourth-a total of twenty-seven dance sequences.
THE OPTIMAL MATCHING METHOD
The Ilmington dances, then,
give us the over-time data necessary to test our hypothesis about the stability of the dance traditions. Since they are sequences of recurrent events (figures can repeat), optimal matching is the appropriate form of analysis. Optimal matching methods differ from the seriation methods usually applied to permutation data in a central respect; they measure distance between sequences rather than distance between events. Like DNA sequences, dances can be changed in two basic ways. First, one can replace a figure with another figure. Second, one can insert or delete a figure. In some sense, the "distance" between two dance sequences ought to be a function of the num-ber of these elementary operations-substitutions on the one hand, and insertions and deletions (collectively known as "indels") on the other-required to transform one sequence into another. Since there are many ways to make this transformation, just as there are many ways to go from one place to another on a city block grid, so the distance should be a function of the minimum number of these elementary operations that can accomplish the transformation. Finally, some elementary operations are more costly than others. Replacing a footing figure by a rounds figure is clearly more drastic than replacing it by another version of a footing figure. Thus, the minimum we seek should take into account the costs of various substitutions, insertions, and deletions.
The first step in the analysis is to estimate the costs of all possible substitutions and/or indels. This estimation can be accomplished by a variety of means. We have done it by categorizing the figures into a hierarchy. Each pair of figures can be characterized by the number of steps up the hierarchy necessary to put them under a common heading. The ratio of this number to the total number of steps possible, in this case five, is the cost of substitution. The categorization of figures is shown in Table 2 . One can see from the table that substituting 02 for OI has a cost of two over five, or .40. All substitutions that change the type of figure (e.g., substituting FI for PI) have a cost of I.o. It is possible, if one desires, to create several such hierarchies and combine the results. Our hierarchy is in fact based on one classification only. Costs of insertions and deletions can also be set by judges, but we have used a uniform value equal to the highest substitution cost (I.o).
The second step in analysis is to calculate the minimum cost paths between each pair of dances, a total of 351 pairs. There are various recursive algorithms for this procedure; these are the optimal matching methods proper. Table 3 Table 3 Example of Optimal Matching   NULL  OI  F5  Pi  P4  P8  RI   NULL  0  I  I  I  2  I  3  I  4  I . Alternatively, we could say that there are three alignments from which we can read the identical sequences. The three are shown in Table 3 . One involves adding a deletion and then adding an insertion; the second involves adding an insertion and then adding a deletion; and the third involves adding the substitution of OI for itself. The first two have a total cost of two, whereas the third has a total cost of zero, so that the third is the least cost path. These three ways move through the matrix in three different patterns: the first goes into the (null,OI) cell, then into the (OI,Oi) cell; the second goes into the (OI,null) cell, then into the (OI,Oi) cell; and the third goes directly from the (null,null) cell to the (OI,Oi) cell.
The number in the lower right corner of each cell is the least cost to arrive at that cell. This number may be found in a straightforward manner. Each cell has three predecessors-one above it, one to its left, and one above and to the left. (Any other predecessors would involve moving backwards in the alignment.) Each predecessor has a lower right-hand element giving the least cost of arriving there. From each predecessor one incurs an insertion, deletion, or substitution cost in arriving at the present cell; these are the upper right, lower left, and upper left elements of the cell, as we have just seen. To each predecessor's least cost of arrival is added the relevant cost of entering the present cell. The smallest of the three sums is written in the lower right-hand corner of the present cell and the algorithm goes on to the next. The reader can work across the matrix and find that the minimum distance between these sequences is three, and that, unlike some other such distances, it can be achieved in only one way. In many other cases, there are several possible paths. When this whole procedure is applied to all 351 pairs, there results a distance matrix analogous to the dissimilarity matrices employed in multidimensional scaling.10 IO To simplify exposition, we have omitted a final data manipulation. Since we do not want disparity in length to influence unduly the distances between sequences, these distances have all been standardized with respect to length. For each pair of sequences, the minimum cost transformation value is divided by the length of the longer sequence to remove length effects. The true distance in Table 3 
ANALYSIS OF DISTANCES DERIVED BY OPTIMAL MATCHING
Expectations The distance matrix derived from this procedure may be analyzed by any standard method for distance data. Given our empirical interest in clustering within a cohort, it is particularly important to compare within-cohort distances to between-cohort distances. The various hypotheses about village traditions can be translated into expectations about these different distances. The strict tradition hypothesis, as expounded by Sharp, holds that there should be no variation either by cohort or by dance within cohort. There is a single village tradition, which each cohort should express. Since, however, there can be more or less attention to detail in a tradition, a strict tradition theorist might expect that some cohorts would display more internal variation than others. At the same time, however, the core of the tradition should always be the same so that, on average, mean distance within cohorts should not be substantially different from mean distance between cohorts. Both should be minimal but, in particular, distance between cohorts should be small. A theorist interested in cultural drift might think differently. At any given time, a tradition may be a unified phenomenon, but over time it may drift in various directions. Such a theorist would expect the difference between cohorts to be greater than the difference within them and would expect differences within to be fairly uniform from cohort to cohort.11 A revisionist theory would combine a belief in drift with a suspicion of the whole idea of village tradition. For the revisionist, the only native cohort in the Ilmington data was the 1887 to 1897 cohort. These were local dancers uninterested in the larger revival, reporting the dances as they had learned them from their predecessors. The 1887 to 1897 cohort is thus a benchmark cohort, in which the processes of tradition maintenance functioned independently of the morris revival. A revisionist would believe that reconstructionists artificially limited the variation of the dances, because of their belief in the unity of village traditions. On this argument, the distances within cohorts should be inversely proportional to the degree of revival involved. They should be least in the completely artifical 1867 data, and most in the completely show greater internal variation. It would, however, definitely expect within cohort distances to be significantly smaller than between cohort distances, since it would believe that drift occurs, and expect that three of the four cohorts would be significantly narrowed by revival influence. Table 4 , the figures are mean distances. The main diagonal comprises the mean distances within groups. The offdiagonal elements are distances between groups. Our original model was that 1867 and I945 were "constructed" dances whereas 1887 and 1906 were "unconstructed." This model is shown in the first matrix. The mean distance within group is considerably less among the constructed dances than among the observed dances; the constructionists make traditions look more coherent than in fact they are. Furthermore, the distance between the constructed dances and the observed ones is substantial, more than twice the average within the constructed group, which implies that the constructionists assembled something different from the observed dances. Since the sampling distributions are obscure, we have tested the significance of the ratio of between-to within-group distance with a jackknife ratio test, and find t = 2.74, with 26 degrees of freedom. This indicates a significant difference, verifying the interpretation that the constructionists devised something different from the tradition that might have existed.12
Within and Between Group Comparisons In each matrix shown in
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The Jackknife procedure is a non-parametric approach to variance estimation em- The second matrix in the table splits the two waves of unconstructed data and shows something startling. The within- It is clear that reconstruction imposes a narrowing discipline on tradition, but that this discipline does not endure. Furthermore, the between cohort distances show that the dances drifted a good deal over the eighty years reported here. On the one hand, variation was at its greatest in precisely that data wave least touched by the revival. On the other, both its traditional successor Analysis by Scaling There are techniques available that allow us to envisage the mechanism that generates this drift. We have analyzed the distance matrix by using multidimensional scaling. This procedure produces the best possible n-dimensional representation of the data, along with a "stress" figure specifying how good "best" actually is. Figure I gives Table 4 , and indicate a marginally significant difference. 14 The summary implications of the various analyses are clear. The conception of an invariant tradition within the village community is theoretically implausible from the outset, and is, in fact, empirically rejected. The pattern found here is of a loosely bound tradition in which there is some steadiness, but no constancy. To be sure, the Ilmington data are merely one sample of the larger morris community, and we are continuing our investigation of other such data. But this first analysis indicates that there are no deeply constant village dance traditions that impugn the customary picture of a rapidly changing community in the nineteenthcentury English countryside.15
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
The methods used in this article are now widely available. They are an important supplement to methods currently available for sequence analysis. They apply both to recurrent event sequences and to non-recurrent (permutation) sequences, unlike seriation methods, which apply to the latter alone. Since optimal matching methods give evidence directly on sequences, rather than indirectly through evidence on events, they allow the variation among sequences to be analyzed. With seriation methods, since the underlying common sequence is found by scaling distances between events, there is no further 14 Concern about the stability of the results led us to several perturbation analyses. We ran the analyses with different indel weights, and also without "Bumpus o'Stretton," which seemed identical with "Shepherd's Hey." There were no changes in the pattern of group effects or in the scaling. The results thus seem stable, and their interpretability was established. 15 The real problem of representativeness concerns not spatial but temporal location. The data demonstrate flux in the dances, and over a substantial period, but that period comes after the heyday of morris dancing. There is little reason, however, to suppose that the mechanisms of transmission had substantially changed. Indeed, if there was a change, it was toward the stricter, more enforceable mechanisms of the revival. The observance of drift under revivalist conditions-written records and conscious control-guarantees it under the looser conditions characteristic of earlier times. It is therefore a fair conclusion that there are no constant traditions that impugn the standard picture of rapid rural change. analysis possible. With optimal matching methods, since the distance matrix describes the sequences themselves rather than the events, a rich variety of clustering and scaling methods are applicable. One can discover more than one typical pattern, for example, or find branches in careers that start out similarly; one can scale the data and inspect them visually; and one can test hypotheses by employing cluster methods.
However, optimal matching methods have certain disadvantages. Since they employ only rank information about events, they generally reject continuous data even when these data are available. Seriation methods, by contrast, would retain this information about exact timing, although they would lose the scaling possibilities. They may thus be preferable for some data. 
FURTHER EXAMPLES
The strengths of optimal matching methods are best illustrated by some short examples of how they might be applied to other historical problems. There are a wide variety of possible applications and the two that follow are merely illustrative. But they show the kinds of issues that can be addressed by these methods.
As in our study of morris dance, optimal matching can be used to analyze the history of cultural symbols that have sequential structure. In this case, the symbol involved has a much greater historical import than does the morris dance; it is the Christian eucharist, investigated by Gregory Dix in magisterial detail. Dix's problem was to establish the "family tree" of the eucharist, the pattern by which innovations diffused from one or another center to reshape the underlying ritual structure established in the preNicene church.
The eucharist's family tree can be established by investigating the different sequences of elements in the mass. Thus, the newer rites (to c. 800 AD) vary greatly in the material surrounding the greeting of the synaxis. For example, the Armenian rite has censing, entrance chant (Monogenes), greeting, psalm of the day, hymn (Trisagion), and litany before the lections begin; the Byzantine rite has censing, litanies, entrance chant (Monogenes), greeting, and hymn (Trisagion); the Milanese rite has entrance chant (psalm), litany or hymn (Gloria with Kyries), greeting, and prayer. Optimal matching offers an effective means of deciding how these (and other) rites are clustered, and which is probably descended from which. Dix himself analyzed the data by aligning them in a vertical table that showed exactly the transformations, insertions, and deletions that had taken place. Formal methods would offer a test of the hypotheses that he so laboriously examined by hand: that liturgical changes tend to originate in the east and move west; that Alexandria, in particular, influenced Roman developments; and so on. Indeed, careful analysis of Dix's data, applying multidimensional scaling to alignment-based distance measures, might reveal liturgical connections that Dix missed. 18 Any cultural ritual or performance with a sequential organization can be subjected to such analysis. One can as easily 
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analyze the evolution of the sonata form in music as that of morris dances or religious liturgies. In each case the data must first be placed into a standardized format of sequences of well-defined elements. The costs for replacement, insertion, and deletion of these elements must then be set. Using these costs, optimal matching methods may then be used to create distance matrices. These matrices can then be employed to find contemporary clusters or to test possible evolutionary trees relating the various sequences. The procedure is in every case the same as that followed in our detailed study above.
The methods are equally applicable to sequences of actions, such as the riots with which we began. The use of optimal matching techniques to create such typologies of action sequences is their most general one. An example is a study applying these methods to histories of the adoption of welfare programs by various nation-states.
In the standard view, there are five basic welfare programsworkmen's compensation, sickness/maternity benefits, old age/ incapacitation/death supports, family allowances, and unemployment insurance. In what order are these programs adopted, and why? Cutright inspected data on seventy-six countries and found that sixty-three of them had concentric samples of the list just given: that is, their policies included workmen's compensation and up to four more policies without skipping over any program in this ordered list. This Guttman scale quality led him to infer that the policies were normally adopted in the order just given. Yet inspection of the actual dates of adoption shows that this inference was not correct.19
Optimal matching offers an effective way both to find the true typology of adoption sequences and to uncover the reasons why different countries fall where they do in that typology. Since we do not wish to lose the continuous time information present in the dates of adoption, we must first embed the data in continuous time. This step is easily accomplished. There are thirty-two possible situations for a country to be in, since there are five policies and a given country may have or lack any of them. We find which of these situations each country has maintained during I9 Phillips Cutright, "Political Structure, Economic Development, and National Social Security Programs," AmericanJournal of Sociology, LXX (I965), 537-550. The study here discussed is being conducted by Stanley DeViney and Abbott. each ten-year interval since its first adoption of a welfare program (or since some arbitrary prior point). The sequence of these situations, for each country, describes the historical sequence of its general welfare system. For example, France acquired its first old age benefits in I9IO, its first maternity/sickness program in 1928, workmen's compensation in I898, unemployment insurance in I905, and family allowances in 1932. It thus maintained the situation "compensation alone" for most of the first decade after 1898; then the situation of "compensation + unemployment + old age" for most of the second and all of the third decades (1908 to 1928); and then the situation of "all programs" for most of the fourth and all the subsequent decades to the present. Unlike the sequences implicit in data on riots, such sequences exist in real time rather than in rank ordered time. If a country stays in one place for twenty years, that situation contributes two elements to the sequence, not just one. 20 The sequence data so generated can be analyzed with optimal matching. As in any such application, the first task is to create insertion, deletion, and substitution costs. Given the transformation to combination situations, it seems natural to define substitution costs in terms of the number of common elements that two situations share. The combination of "workmen's compensation + sickness/maternity benefits" shares one of its elements with the situation of "workmen's compensation," and so we might say that the two situations, sharing one out of a total (in both) of two properties, are .50 alike. A situation lacking only one property would be .80 like the situation possessing all properties. One could subtract these likenesses from I.O to get a substitution cost. Insertion costs are rather more difficult to specify, but can be set by a similar process. Given these costs of insertion, deletion, and substitution, we can then proceed to the second and third steps of analysis in order to create a typology of welfare histories. We first apply optimal matching to create the distance matrices, and then apply cluster analysis or multidimensional scaling to find the basic shape of the typology. The final step in such an analysis is to discover the variables shaping that typology. Our exemplary case above did not include such an analysis; we interpreted the scaling results by inspection. But there is a formal method. It is customary in scaling and clustering to test the variables that are thought to generate the observed pattern by regressing them on the scaling coordinates or cluster memberships. In this case, the variables to be considered are those specified by the major theories of welfare development. There are three such theories: one attributes the evolution of welfare programs to general processes of development; another, to the rise of the working class; a third, to the structure of the state. In the first case, the important variables are economic development and the age of the population; in the second, the dominance of working-class parties and the proportion of labor force unionized: in the third, the power of the state and its degree of centralization. To find which of these variables underlies the observed scaling of adoption sequences, we treat these variables as dependent ones, and try to predict them (one by one) with the scaling coordinates. If we find one or two particularly strong relationships-with multiple correlations in the .80 or .90 rangewe can assume that the variable so predicted was an important underlying dimension of the adoption sequence space, and hence an important determinant of adoption sequences themselves.21
Such an illustration shows a more general use of optimal matching techniques. They can not only classify sequential data, but can also investigate the causes determining that classification. In more traditional historical language, not only can they find generalized narratives; they can also locate the motive forces behind those narratives. The application to welfare adoption sequences shows how potentially powerful this technique can be. In short, optimal matching is an important new technique for analyzing sequence data. It is applicable in a wide variety of historical settings, but particularly where cases consist of careers of (possibly) repeated events, drawn from a relatively small universe of events whose substitutability can be specified. Studies of revolutions, of negotiations, of international politics, or of development can all benefit from the application of such techniques, as can studies of the history of sequential cultural data. 
